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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a compact Hausdorff space, S # @,, and consider the compact 
Hausdorff space T : = { - 1, 1 } x S. Let IT : = (B, C, y, x) where 
(i) B, C: S -+ [WN are continuous functions such that the convex and 
open set 
u,:= lJ,:= n {uERNI(C(S),u)>O} 
SES 
is non-empty, NE N, 
(ii) y : T -+ [w is a non-negative continuous function such that 
v  Y(-Ls)+Y(Ls)>o, 
SGS 
(iii) x: S + [w is a continuous function. 
We denote by ‘$3 the set of all such “parameters” B and define for each 
G E !J3 a norm by setting 
II 0 II : = max l II B II co, II C II a,, II Y II m9 II x II m >. 
For real valued functions on S or T, II .I/ m denotes the usual sup norm and, 
for vector valued functions A : S + [WN, I[ . II o. is defined by 
Il4lm := ~wIl4~)ll~fw~SI~ 
where II.11 denotes the Euclidean norm in LWN. 
We denote by rci the projection of a Cartesian product on its ith factor. 
For each (v, z) E lRN x IR define p(y, z) : = z and consider the minimiza- 
tion problem MPR(o) 
Minimize p( ZI, z) subject to v E U, and 
(B(s), 0 > 
cn,Lv (C(s), u) - Y(% s) z d v(s). 
As it was shown in [S], this minimization problem extends the classical 
rational Chebyshev approximation problem, compare also Example 1.1. It 
includes also weighted, one-sided, and unsymmetric approximation 
problems. Further we have shown in [S], that this minimization problem 
is non-quasi-convex and permits not only a local theory but also a global 
theorv. comnare I6. 7. 81. 
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Due to the nature of this problem, it suffices to consider in U, elements 
of norm 1. We will again denote by U, the set 
u,:= {VEWIIVII=l). 
Further we define the set 
and the continuous mapping R,: U, + V, by setting 
R,(v) := $$ 
,v 
for each v E U,. 
For each CT E ‘p we define the sets 
z,:= f-j (v, 2) E u, x IR 
(72 3) E 7- 
and 
which are called feasible sets. Further we introduce the minimum udue 
E,:= inf{zE[WI(v,z)EZ,}. 
Since y is not identically zero, we have E, 2 0 provided Z, # $3. The set of 
al1 solutions of MPR(o) in Z, resp. Fc is denoted by 
P,:={(v,z)EZ,Iz=E,) 
resp. 
Qg:={(~,z)~F,Iz=E,j. 
Further, we introduce 
m:= {dplZo#~) 
and the solvability set 
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Clearly, we have 2 c !IJ3. If N= 1, then 5.2 = XII. In fact, if a sequence (z,) 
in [w + converges to E, and satisfies the inequalities 
B(s) 
v y C(s) - - Y(% $1 z, G rl x(s), (II,S)ET 
then we have for n -+ co 
B(s) v q-- c(s) Y(V, s) E, d rl x(s), (a, s) E 7- 
which implies that either (1, E,) or (- 1, E,) in 2,. 
We say that rr satisfies the Slater condition, if the set 
is non-empty, which is equivalent to the set 
F: := () {(r,z)~F.J~r(s)-y(y,s)z<qx(s)} 
CT3 s) E z- 
being non-empty. 
Let o in ‘%I be given. For each uO in U, define the linear space 
where rO : = (4 vo>/(C vo>. 
An element v,, in U, is called 
Let vO be normal. Then we also 
<& vo> 
r0=m 
normal (with respect to a) iff dim H,, = 1. 
call 
and (Vo,Zo)E-T7 
normal. A parameter u E 2 is called normal, if every point in P, is normal 
(with respect to (T). 
A particular case of MPR(a) is given by the following example: 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let go, g,, . . . . g,, h,, h,, . . . . h, E C[a, b] be such that the 
set 
{ I j3E lRm+l sti,b, .fI PiAi(s)>o} Z-O 
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is non-empty and define N : = 1+ m + 2, 
B,(s) := k,(s), gl(s)> ...? &fS), %% ..I> Q), 
Cob) : = (0, 0, . . . . 0, ho(J), h,(s), . ..> k!(s)), 
Yo(% s) := 1. 
For each function XE C[a, b], define the parameter g, := (B,, C,, yO, x) 
and the set 
Let (v, Eox) in Fc, be a solution of MPR(o,). Then Y is a Chebys 
approximation to the function x from the set of generalized rational 
functions 
Y:= (Bo~u~~C[a b] Q 
i <Co,v) ' 
(C,(s) u)>O 3 
SE Ca. bl 
with minimum distance Egr;. In this case we have 
i.e., the set of approximating functions is independent of the function x. 
If we choose 
1-v 
Yl(Y> s) = - 2 y 
we obtain the one-sided approximation problem. In this case the set of 
approximating functions is given by 
i 
(Boy v> ~ E C[a, b] (BobI, v> (Co, v> v sE[a,bl (Co(s)~v)~Oand(Co(s),v~~~(~) 
It is clear that in this case the set of approximating elements depends on 
the function x E C[a, b]. 
If we choose g,(s) : = s”, v = 0, 1, . . . . 1 and h,(s) : = s”, v = 0, 1, . . . . m, we 
obtain the classical rational Chebyshev approximation problem. 
In this paper we investigate the stability of the minimization problem 
MPR((r), i.e., we investigate the continuity of the feasible set-mappings 
z: m + POW(SN- i x R) and F: YJI + POW(C(S) x R), 
the minimal set mappings 
B:@-+POW(SN-‘XR) and Q : 2 -+ POW(C(S) x R), 
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and of the minimal value 
where POW(M) denotes the power set of a set it4 and SNp r denotes the 
unit sphere in RN. 
We will use the usual concepts of lower and upper semicontinuity for the 
set valued mappings: 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let X, Y be metric spaces and F: X+ POW(Y) be a 
set valued mapping. 
(i) The mapping F is lower semicontinuous at the point x,, E X iff for 
each open set WC Y such that Wn F(x,) # 0, there exists an open set 
W, c X such that x0 E W, and 
XE W,aF(x)n W#@. 
(ii) The mapping F is upper semicontinuous at the point x,, E X iff for 
each open set WC Y such that F(x,) c W, there exists an open set W, c X 
such that x0 E W, and 
XE W,,*F(x)c W. 
Our investigations showed that due to the side condition 21 E U, the usual 
concept of a closed set-valued mapping is not so suitable for the investiga- 
tion of the mappings 2 and P. Thus, we used the following more suitable 
modification: 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let % be a non-empty subset of 9X. A set-valued 
mapping 
$:%+POW(SN-‘XR) 
is called r-closed in c,, E % iff given sequences (0,) in % and 
(u,, z,) E S’-’ x R such that 
Q,, --f go and (u,, z,) --+ (uo, zo) and .y, (u,, 4 E $(~,A and uOe $(u,,), 
then (uo, zo) E $(oo). 
For the classical rational Chebyshev approximation problem (compare 
Example 1.1) H. Maehly and Ch. Witzgall [14] considered the parameter 
set co and proved that the metric projection 
xl 0 Q:e,+C[a,b] 
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is continuous at all normal points of !&, and can be discontinuous at non- 
normal points. In this case rci 0 Q is a point-to-point mapping since for all 
B, E !&, the problem has a unique solution in FOX. This result was extended 
by II. Werner [17], who showed that at all non-normal points ox the 
metric projection n1 0 Q is always d’ iscontinuous provided x is not 
contained in x1 0 F,. In this case 7r1 0 Q is also continuous Later 
E. W. Cheney and H. L. Loeb [ 121 considered Chebyshev approximation 
by generalized rational functions in the interval [a, b] and they prove 
for each gX E 5, the problem MPR(cr,) has a unique solution in Fn;,,, then 
the metric projection 
z1 0 Q:i?,+C[a,b-j 
is continuous at cX if and only if x E rcl 0 F,: or x is normal. Later 
H. L. Loeb and D. G. Moursund [ 131 extended some of these results to 
restricted range approximation, which for a fixed parameter includes also 
one-sided best approximation. In this last case they defined for x E C(S) the 
set of approximating elements by 
and considered best approximations to functions y E C(S) from this set. 
Thus, in their stability investigations they considered only variations of the 
function y, where the set of approximating elements is fixed. The same can 
be said for the linear case as the results of G. D. Taylor [le] and 
L. L. Schumaker and G. D. Taylor [ 151 show, compare also the review 
paper of B. L. Chalmers and G. D. Taylor [ 111. For best approximation 
in normed linear spaces B. Brosowski, Deutsch, and Niirnberger [4] 
considered also variable subspaces and obtained some stability rest&s. 
In our investigation of the stability of the problem MPR(a) we consider 
variations of all the coordinates of the parameter g. Thus, we include also 
the case of a variable set of approximating functions. Am important role is 
played by Slater condition, which is considered in detail in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we show that the lower semicontinuity of Z and of F at a 
point o~‘%II are equivalent to the Slater condition in c as well as to the 
upper semicontinuity of E at 0’. It should be remarked that the proof of the 
implication 
0 satisfies Slater condition * Z(or F ) is lower semicontinuous at a 
is a slight extension of the classical proof for strictly quasiconvex mini- 
mization problems, compare Bank, Guddat, Klatte, and Tamme~ 
[ 1, pp. 40-413. The implication 
Z (or F) lower semicontinuous at g *E upper semicontinuous at o 
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is also true for non-quasi-convex minimization problems, compare 
[l, pp. 6&62], and the references mentioned there. The proofs given here 
use the special structure of the minimization problem MPR(o). It is 
remarkable that in the case of the non-quasi-convex problem MPR(b), the 
converse implications are true. We have upper semicontinuity at a point 
(r E 9.R for the mapping 2 only in the case N= 1. For N 3 2 the mapping Z 
is never upper semicontinuous at a point g in 9X. For all cr E ‘3JI such that 
the set V, is nowhere dense in C(S), the mapping F is not upper semi- 
continuous at 0. 
It is well-known and easy to prove that in the case of ordinary 
Chebyshev approximation the minimal value is continuous (in fact it is 
Lipschitz continuous), if one considers only variations of the function X. 
This can also be derived from a more general result for MPR(o), compare 
[9]. If one considers variation of all coordinates of (r, then the situation is 
much more difficult. 
In Section 4 we prove, for the case N = 1, that the continuity of E at 
(T E L! is equivalent to Slater condition in O. For the case N > 2, we prove 
P upper semicontinuous at rs 3 E continuous at CJ 
* c satisfies Slater condition 
and 
P, compact and o satisfies Slater condition = E continuous at cr. 
In Section 5 we consider the stability of the mapping P. Our main results 
are: 
(i) The set 
E : = (0 E 2 1 P, compact and o satisfies Slater condition} 
is open in 2. 
(ii) P upper semicontinuous at fr 0 0 E E. 
For the proof of the necessity that cry 5, we had to assume that 
#S> N- 1, i.e., the space S must contain enough points. Since P, com- 
pact implies o normal (compare Proposition 5.5), the statement (ii) is 
similar to the results of H. Werner [17] and E. W. Cheney and 
H. L. Loeb [12] for the metric projection n, 0 Q in the case of ordinary 
rational Chebyshev approximation in the interval [a, b]. We can derive 
from our statement one direction of their result, namely: 
(iii) cr normal and # rcn, 0 Q, = 1~. rci 0 Q continuous at 0. 
Even in this particular case our result is more general, since we permit 
variations of all coordinates of B and do not assume S= [a, b] and Haar 
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condition, compare Corollary 6.7. The statement (iii) is a consequence 
of the main results of Section 6, where we consider the stability of the 
mapping Q. These main results are: 
(iv) Q upper semicontinuous at G * Q, compact and G satisfies 
Slater condition. 
(v) Q compact and CT satisfies Slater condition and G normal =z- 
upper semicontinuous at ff, 
(vi) The set 
{c E 5? j Q, compact and cr satisfies Slater condition and cr normal) 
is open in L!. 
It is an open question whether the upper semicontinuity of Q at a point 
0 E L! implies also the normality of g as in the mentioned case of ordinary 
Chebyshev approximation in the interval [a, b]. 
We excluded an investigation of the lower semicontinuity of P and Q4 
since according to the known results for linear case, compare 
. Brosowski [2], this problem needs its own investigation. 
2. ON SLATER'S CONDITION 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If CT E %V satisfies the Slater condition, then we have 
-T z, =z, and F,i =F,. 
For the proof, see in [lo, proof of Theorem 1.13. 
Define for (v, z) E Z, the set 
Using [S, Theorem 1.1; 10, Theorem 1.11, we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let oO := (B,, C,, yO, x0) and CT= (B,, C,, y, x) be 
such that G satisfies the Slater condition. 
Remark. The theorems used from [S, lo] assume x0$ V,,. If X~E V,,, 
then the result is trivial. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf (v,, z,,) E Z,,, resp. (rO, zO) E FOO, is a Slater element 
for c,, E YJl, then there exists a neighborhood W of rsO in 9Jl such that 
v (Vo,Zo)~Z~, resp. (r0,zo)EF2. OE w 
ProoJ: If we set rO : = (B 0, v,,)/( Co, vO), the following proof works in 
both cases. Since 
<B,(s), vo > 
there exists a real number 6 > 0 such that 
(Bob), vo > 
L9 (C,(s), vo> - Yo(% s) zo - YIxob) < - 6 < 0, 
we can also assume that 
Define 
and 
w:= {fJE!m~ IIf.-CJOII <&}. 
If cJE Wand (q,s)ETwe have 
and 
<C(s), vo> = <Co(S), Do> + (C(s)- Cob), vo> 
>6- I/C-C,II,>6/2 
<B(s), uo > 
vl (C(s), 00) - Y(% s) zo - v(s) 
<C(S)> vo> - <Co(s), Do> 1 
- Yo(% s) zo - v,(s) 1 
+ CYO(Y> 3) - Y(Y, 811 zo + rCxo(s) - x(s)1 
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~OPOSITION 2.4. Let Z* be a non-empty subset of Z,, such that 
(Vl,Zl), (%z,)Ez** ‘d v 
P,+(l-P)v, 
P E co, 11 z 2 max(z, / 22) II PD: + (1 -PI 02 II 
,z EZ* 
> 
and the set 
is convex. 
Assume Z” does not satisfy the Slater condition, i.e., there does not exist 
an element (v. z) in Z* such that 
Then: 
(i) The set 
= x(s) and y(q, s) = 8 
is non-empty and 
(ii) v 3 cm), u> 
(U,Z)EUoXX (q,s)ET* y ( qs), u) 3 v+)~ 
ProoJ (i) Choose an element (v,, zo) in V* x [w such that 
o,Erelint (V*) and z,>inf {zE@i 
Since the Slater-condition is not fulfilled, there is an element (7,~) in T 
such that 
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There exists an E > 0 such that the element (v,, z0 - E) is also feasible, i.e., 
we have 
<B(s), 00 > 
y (C(s), uo> - Y(V, s&o - El G v(s). 
Subtracting (* ) from the last inequality we obtain 
Yh Sk 6 0, 
which implies 
Y(% s) = 0 and (B(sh ‘O) =x(s) <C(s), 00) 
Choose any element v E V*. Since o. E relint (V*), there exist an element 
v1 E I/* and a real number 0 < p < 1 such that 
u,=pv+(l-p)v,. 
The element u and u1 satisfy the inequalities 
<B(s), v > 
r (c(s), u ) - v(s) d 0 
and 
Then we have 
0 = r (B(s), Q ) - rlx(s) 
(C(S)> fJo> 
(B(s), 0> 
r (c(s),u)-~x(s) 1
+(l-p) (C(S),~I) (C(s), Qo> r <B(WI)-~~(~) <C(s), 01  1 
<C(S)? v> G p(C(s), vo)<B(s), v > y(C(s), v) -vx(s) Go* I 
Thus, it follows (B(s), v)/(C(s), u)=x(s). 
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Since u was chosen arbitrarily in V*, the set 
is non-empty and clearly equal to T*. 
(ii) Assume there exists an element (vi) zl) E U, x R such that 
v 
<B(s), ~1) 
(7, s)t T* y (C(s), v1 ) < qx(s). 
By compactness of T* and continuity of the functions involved, there exists 
an open set W” 1 T* such that 
Q 
<B(s), VI > 
y  (C(s), Vl> 
- Y(% $1 Zl < v(s). 
(v, 3) E w* 
Since T* # T, we can assume that W* is different from T. 
We claim that there exists an element (v,, z2) in Z * such that 
If not, consider the set 
- y(y, s) z < yx(s) and (C(s), v ) > 0’ . 
i 
Since 2 * c 2, applying part (i), the set 
is non-empty. By definition of T*, we have FC T*, which is not possible. 
Thus, the claim is proved. 
By compactness of T\ W* there exist M, K > 0 such that 
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We remark that all the above inequalities remain true if we replace z 1, z2 
by 
z := max{z,, z2}. 
Choose 
A4 
o<p< -----< 1, 
M+Kcl 
1 
(C(wl)EIW sEs a := max (C(s), v*) I > ’ 
and define v : = pvl + (1 - p) v2. We will show that (v/II u 11, z) is a Slater 
element for Z*, which is a contradiction. 
For each (n, s) E W* we have 
(c(s) v ) - Y(% s) z < v(s) 2 1 
and 
<B(s), 02 > 
fl (c(s) v ) - Yh s) z G w(s). 
T 2 
Multiplying the first inequality by p(C(s), ul)/(C(s), v), the second by 
(1 - p)( C(s), v2)/( C(s), v) and adding both, we obtain 
For each (y, s) E Tj W* we have 
(B(s), 01) 
<C(s), Vl> 
- Y(Y, s) 6 ~14s) + K 
and 
<B(s), 02 > 
y <C(S)> v2) 
- y(r/, s) z d p(s) -M. 
Proceeding as before, we obtain 
VI 
<B(s), v> 
<c(s) 
, 
v> -Y(Y> s)z~T+)+KP 
(C(s), 01) 
<C(s), u > 
-M(l -p) 2;; “2; 
s ,v 
< rlx(s) + <C(s), v2 > 
\ 
<C(s), v> 
[(Ka+M)p-MlXulx(s). I 
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3. CONTIKUITY PROPERTIES OF THE FE.~SIBI,C SET 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The rrrapping Z: YJJJL -+ POW(S” ’ x R) is r-clo.& 
Proof: Let the following sequences bc given 
(T n : = (II,,, C,,, ;!,,, x,,) in ‘9-I and (t.,,. z,~) E Z,” 
and elcmcnts 
go : = (&, C,, ;I”, .x0) in YJ1 and (I?, L) E S”- ’ x R 
such that 
For each II E N we have 
Since CE LT a,), WC rcccivc for n -+ x 
i.e., Z is r-closed. [ 
Rem&. In general the mapping 
Z:YJJ1+POW(S,V-‘xW) 
is not closed in the usual sense, as the following consideration shows. 
Assume N 2 2 and choose a parameter (T : (B. C, 7, x) such that 
(tl g+ , B(s)= 0 and y(q, s) > 0. 
,( 
Consequently, there exists (tit), z0 ) E Z,. By Lemma 3.4, there exists an 
element 11’~ in SN- ’ such that 
Define fl,r : .= c. Then we have 
and 
( 
1 
c,, -+ 0 NY,, + - uO, z0 E ZoQ 
n > 
I 
and IV” + - I?,), 2.0 -+ (M‘(), zo). 
n > 
Since (it’s, zo) 4 Z,, Z is not closed in 0. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let go be an element in Y.R. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) Z is lower semicontinuous in oO, 
(2) F is lower semicontinuous in oO, 
(3) E is upper semicontinuous in oO, 
(4) ~~ satisfies the Slater condition. 
ProoJ: (1) =z- (2). Assume F is not lower semicontinuous in Go. Then 
there exist an open set WC C(S) x R and a sequence (0,) in 1)32 such that 
Fw,” W#;Qr and g’n + 00 and V FO’,,nW=@. rzEN 
The mapping A ~~ : U,, x R -+ C(S) x R detined by 
A,(v,z):= (E,z) 
is continuous. Thus, the set 
W, := A&,‘(W) 
is an open subset of U,, x R and is also open in SN- ’ x R. Obviously, we 
have 
Choose an element (v,, zo) in Z,, n W, and a compact neighborhood W, 
of (v,, z,), which is contained in W,. Then we have also 
Since Z is lower semicontinuous in co there exists an open neighborhood 
W, c !JJI of go such that 
For y1 large enough, say n > flo, we have on E W,. For each n 2 no, choose 
an element (v,, z,) in ZUn n W,. Since W, is compact and contained in 
U,,, x R, we can assume that (v,, z,) converges to some (6, z), which is 
contained in U,, x R. By Proposition 3.1, (V, Z) E Z,,. Further we have 
(I?, Z) E WI c W,. Consequently, we have (5, Z) E W, n Z,, which implies 
- - 
also (r,z)E WnFgi,,, where r:= (B, V>/(C, 5). 
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If we set 
(B,,: CT,> 
I’ll := (IT,,, c,,)’ 
then we have (r,,, :,,)E F,t and (rnr z,,) + (r, 2). Thus, for n large enough, 
we have ( r,rr z,, ) E W which contradicts P+,,, n W = Iz, for each n E N. 
(2) =S (3). E‘or E > 0 define the open set 
W<. : = ( (r, z) E C(S) x R 1 1 3 - E,,, : < I: 1. 
Since W, r\ F,, # @, there. exists an open neighborhood WC 9X of 0,) such 
that 
which implies 15, - E,,, d z - E,,, < c. 
(3) = (4). Assume cO dots not satisfy Slater-condition. Ry Proposi- 
tion 2.4, there exists a non-empty closed subset T* c T such that 
For ,I E { -. 1. 1 ) define the closed and disjoint sets 
s,:= {.sES~(r/.S)E7’*). 
Ry Urysohn’s lemma there exists a continuous function 0: S --+ [ - !. I] 
such that 
v Q(s) = ‘7. 
s c s,, 
4 E { - 1, 1 i. lvow define sequences 
1 
B,, :== Bo, c‘,, : = c:,, . i’,, : = ;‘() + -) x, : = x,, -- 
( 1 + E,,, 1 Q 
n n * 
IIE Q. The sequence 
fl,, : = (B,,. C”, ;‘,,, x,) 
converges to f.rO for 12 -+ ,z. 
For each n E N, we have Z,,, # 0. In fact, choose an clement c,, E !:r;.., 
such that 
(1’03 1 -I- E,c)~Z,,o. 
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Then for each (v, S) E T we have the estimate 
(Ms), uo > r (c,(s) u > - YAY? s)(l + 4,) 
> 0 
(B,(s), 210 > = r (co(s) u > - YOOL s)(l + KnJ) - (l +nE”oJ 
2 0 
d v,(s) - v(l+ E$ @(s) I 1 ‘,“oo [@@) _ 11 
i.e., (vo, 1 + E,,) E Zgn for each n E N. 
For each n E N and each (v, z) E Z, we have the estimate z > E,, + 1. In 
fact, by Proposition 2.4 (ii) there exists a point (yo, so) E T* such that 
(Bo(so), u > 
y” ( Co(so), 2, > 
-xo(s,) 20 and yo(ro, so) = 0 and @(so) = qo, 
which implies 
z,vo(<~o(~), u>/(co(s), u> -x&))+~~@(s)(E,,,+ l)/yr 
Yo(ro, so) + l/n 
>E,,+ 1. 
Consequently, Eon = E,, + 1 contradicting the upper semicontinuity of E 
at cro. 
(4) s (1). Let W be an open set such that 
z,n W#Qr. 
By Proposition 2.1, we have 
which implies 
Choose (eo. zo) in ZG n W. By Proposition 2.3, there exists an open 
neighborhood W, c ‘9X of rro such that 
0 E w=+ (uo, zo) E z; , 
i.e., Z is lower semicontinuous in oo. 1 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let u,,EYJI satisfy the Slater condition. Then ?he 
mappings z, _ Z and 7c, 2 F are loser semicontinuous. 
h3IMA 3.4. Let N 2 2 and CE C(S, R”) be such that (/c # @. Then 
there exists an element 12; in S,‘-’ such that 
(a) V (C(s), w> 30, 3c.s 
(b) ,,!,y (C(d> 1~) = 0. 
Proof Let c0 in IX”” be such that 
v  (C(s), v()) > 0. 
., F s 
The assumption N 3 2 implies that there exists an element iv0 in W”’ such 
that ug and w0 are linearly independent. For i>O small enough we have 
v (C(s), tie + iM.0) > 0. 
scs 
Define t‘] : = c0 + i.w, and let 11 E R and s,, E S be given by 
p .= (Woh co> (C(s), v(l) 
’ (as”), c,) := ff7,‘: (C(s), v,)’ 
Then the element 
has the required properties. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Consider the mapping 
z: m + POW(SV ’ x R). 
Then we have 
(i) If N = 1, then Z is upper semicontinuous on !Bo1. 
(ii ) If N > 2, then, for ull a in %I, the mapping Z is not upper semi- 
continuous at a. 
Proqf: (i) Let (T in ‘9JI be given. Then there exists an element t’,, in 8 
such that 
,I v() II = 1 and v (C(s), u(J) = C(s) UC > 0. 
SE s 
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We can assume u0 = 1. Then, for some CI > 0, we have 
v C(s) > a> 0. 
SES 
By way of contradiction, suppose 2 is not upper semicontinuous in CT. 
Then there exists an open set W and a sequence (o.,) in 98 such that 
z,c w  and On-+0 and v z, & w. 
nsN 
Since cn -+ 0 we have 
Q C,(s)>;, 
SSS 
for n large enough, which implies that only points of the form (1, z,) are 
contained in Z,e. Thus, there exists an element (1, z) in Z,“\ W, 
Since ‘9X = f?, we have (1, E,) E Z,, and consequently 
z,= ((1, z)dQ2(z>E,). 
Then there exists an E > 0 such that E, <z t E implies (I, z) E W. Hence 
(1, z,) $ W implies z, ~2 E, - F for n large enough. Then we have 
‘d vl W) (v, s) E T --&(S) C,(S) e Y,(% s) z,, 
which implies 
v ul ($++Y(v, s)(E,-~1, (as s) B T 
i.e., (1, E, - E) E Z, contradicting E;, to be the minimum value. 
(ii) Let 0 in YJL be given. By Lemma 3.4 there exists an element w  in 
SN-’ with the properties (a) and (b). Define the sequence 
by setting 
on := (4 cm Yn, xl 
C,(s) : = C(s) + ; and 
for each s E S, (y, s) E T, and y1 E N. Since 
Q Q <C&), w) = <C(s), w) +;a; 
nc?N ses 
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and 
there exists, for each n E K:, a real number z, such that (w, z,) E Zmn. The 
open set 
contains Z, but not the element (w, zn), y1 E h, because (C(s,), w) = 0. 
Since (T, + IS, Z cannot be upper semicontinuous at 0. 1 
Choose B, C: S + W” such that for some q, x, the parameter 
TV = (B, C, 7, x) is contained in !JJk If we restrict the mapping 
F: Cm + POW(C(S) x R) 
to the set 
!m R,c:= ((B,C;w)~~), 
then the continuous mapping A, defined in the proof of Proposition 3.2 is 
independent of 0’. Then F has the factorization F= A ‘1 Z, and, by Proposi- 
tion 3S(ii) we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Consider the mapping 
F: !JJl,, c -+ POW(C(S) x [w). 
If N = 1, then F is upper semicontinuous on %Rn, c. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. For all B E W such that the set V, is nowhere dense ivl 
C(S), the mapping 
F: %I-+ POW( C(S) x W) 
is not upper semi-continuous at 0. 
ProoJ: Let G E ‘$2 be given and choose an element (us, z) in U, x 82. 
Since V, is nowhere dense in C(S), the set 
M:= (J [V,(n (C, w) i- I)] -n(B, w) 
nt-w 
is also nowhere dense in C(S). Consequently, there exists a function 0 # M. 
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Define a sequence B, : = (4, C,, Y,, , x) by setting 
B .=B+o” n . n ’ 
c, := c+X, yn := y+t 
for each NE M Since 
v v (C,(s), w) = (C(s), w) +:a; 
neN sas 
and 
v v Y,(% s) > 0, nerm (V,S)ET 
there exists, for each y1 E N, a real number z, such that 
where r, : = (B,, w)/(C,, w). We can assume z,--+ co. Thus, the set 
{(r,, zJ} has no limit point in C(S) x R and consequently, it is closed in 
C(S) x R. 
We claim 
In fact, we have 
v (r,(s) C,(s) -B,(s), w> = 0 ses 
which implies 
~~s~(")=r~(~)[~(C(~), w>+ll-&B(s), w). 
By definition of 0, the function r, cannot be contained in V,, which proves 
the claim. 
The open set 
W:= C(S)xlR\{(r,,z,)} 
contains F. but not the elements (r,, z,), n E N. Thus, we have 
Since o,, -+ 6, the mapping F cannot be upper semicontinuous at 6. 1 
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4. CONTINUITY PROPERIES OF THE MINIMAL VALUE 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let N = 1. Then E: %R -+ R is continzaous ivl oO E 
and only if oO satisfies the Slater condition. 
Proof. Assume (rO satisfies the Slater condition. We claim that E is 
lower semicontinuous in cD. In fact, define for E > 0 the open set 
WE:= ((v,z)~S~--IxWjE,~-z<E), 
which contains Z,,. By Proposition 3.5, Z is upper semicontinuous at CJ~. 
Hence there exists an open neighborhood W c !IJI of LT~ such that 
which implies 
V ECO-E,<e 
fJE w  
and proves the claim. Since, by Proposition 3.2, E is also upper semicon- 
tinuous at co, the continuity of E at o0 follows. 
Now assume E is continuous in co. Then E is also upper continuous at 
(TV and, by Proposition 3.2, co satisfies the Slater condition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let N 3 2 and co E 2. Consider the statements 
(1) P: Li -+ POW(SN-i x R) is upper semicontinuous at co, 
(2) E: L! -+ POW(SN-’ x R) is continuous at oO, 
(3) oO satisfies the Slater condition. 
Then we have the implications and the converse implications are 
(l+(2)+(3) 
not true. 
Proof( 1) 3 (2). For E > 0 define the open set 
WE:= ((v,z)~S”--xX\ jE,,-z~<E), 
which contains P,,. Since P is upper semicontinuous in rrO, there exists an 
open neighborhood W c B of o0 such that 
OE W*P,c w,, 
which implies 1 E, - E,, I < E, i.e., the continuity of E at go. 
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(2) =E- (3). The assumption implies that E is also upper semicon- 
tinuous at go. Then (3) follows from Proposition 3.2. 
(2) does not imply (1). Let S= [ - 1, 11, N= 3, and define 
q : = (B, C, y, X) by setting 
B(s) : = (1, s, $2) C(s) : = (1, S, S3), 
y(r, s) := 1, x(s) : = 1 + sin(2ns). 
We claim that the minimal set P, is given by 
P,= ((v, 1)EZ,~U3=0}. 
In fact, we have for each (u, 1) E P, 
and consequently 
C&v) 1 y. := -= 
cc, v> 
___ - 1 - sin(27cs) = -ye sin(27c.s) < 1 
with the active points 
C-1, -9, (1, 41, t-1, i,, (1, 3, 
which implies E, < 1. Consider a point (z7,8) E Z, such that tY3 # 0. Since 
sys <C(s), 6) > 0, 
we have Vr # 0 and, consequently, 
v,+v,s+u,s2 - 2 
6, + + l&s3 = 1 
6,s 
+ v 
1 
$ -+r’,3. 
2 3 
In the open interval (0, 1) the expression 
k--S3 
27, + 6,s + v,s3 
is always positive. If US > 0, then we have for r0 = 1 and s0 = a the estimate 
&>I. ( 
C3(si - s;> 1+vl+02so+~ s3-1-sin(27uo) 
3 0 > 
U3(4 -s;> = 
1?1+ v,so + 77,s; 
+1>1. 
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Similarly, we obtain for 25, < 0 the estimate 8 > 1. Thus, it follows, that for 
a solution (0, E,) we have II~ = 0, which proves the claim. 
Then the sequence (II,, 1) in P,, where 
converges to (l/JZ, I/$, 0, l), which does not belong to P,. Come- 
quently, P, is not compact and, by Proposition 5.3, P is not upper semi- 
continuous at cr. 
However, E is continuous at (r. In fact, consider a sequence (0,) in I?, 
which converges to go. Choose points (v,, E,J in Pgn. Since y > 0, by 
Proposition 3.2, E is upper semicontinuous at c. Thus, the sequence 
(II,, Enn) is bounded. Consider any convergent subsequence of (II,, E,“) 
(again denoted by (v,, Ena)), with limit (6, E). By upper semi~onti~uity of 
E at 6, we have i?< E,. The element i7 satisfies the inequality 
and we have 11 U I/ = 1. Thus, the polynomial (C(S), 6) can have at most 
one zero (not counting multiplicities) in the open interval (0, 1) and, conse- 
quently, there exists an active point (qO, sO) which is different from this 
zero. Choose an element (u,, E,) in P,. By Lemma 4.3, the element 
u,:= (1-&)2i+&U0 
satisfies for 0 <a < 1 and for each (q, S) E r the inequalities 
and 
which imply (uJII ~1~11, E,)E P,. For (qO, sc) we have 
which implies 
or E, < & and consequently E, = 8. 
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Since we have considered an arbitrary convergent subsequence of 
(u,, EVn), the sequence E, converges to E,, i.e., E is continuous at 0. 
(3)does not imply (2). Let S= {0), N=2, and define 
B(O) : = (0, O), 
Then we have 
C(0) := (0, l), x(0) := 1, y(rj, 0) := 9. 
E,=l, and P,=((u,z)~Z,~z=l}. Any (v,z)EZ, with z>l is a Slater 
element. 
Define a sequence (a,) by 
Then we have 
C,(O) : = (0, 11, x,(O) := 1, y,(y, 0) := 9. 
(~,z)ES1X(WIL’2>OandVI~1 andzal-- , 
nv2 no2 
It is clear that cm -+ 0 but EO, -A E,. 1 
Remark. A similar proof to (1) * (2) shows also that the condition 
(la) Q: L! -+ POW(C(S) x R) is upper semicontinuous at rr,,, 
implies condition (2). 
The implication (2) * (3) is also true for o,, E ‘iIJZ. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let there be given a sequence (G,) in 2 and elements 
(wm 62) E zon> a~f?!, (w,,z)~S~-‘xX such that 
cTn -+ 0 and (wm z,) -+ (w,, -Q. 
If (wO, zO) E Z, and 0 < E < 1, then the element 
v, := (1-E) w,+&Vo 
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satisfies for each (y, s) E T the inequalities 
(C(s), UC> ‘0 
and 
Proof: For n E N define the elements 
vi := (1 - E) w, + EUO. 
Since (3, --) C, for n large enough we have 
V (C,(s), vo> B Smin (G(S), vO> >O, 
sss SES 
which implies 
and 
For each (9, s) E T we have the estimate 
( 
(B,(s), 0; >r (C,(s), vyx”(S) 1 
For M --) 00 we obtain 
y 
(B(s), 0, > 
(C(s), v,) - xo(s) 
< (1 YE) <C(s), wo> (B(s), uo> 
. (c(s) v > Y(% s) -E+ E 
) E <C(s), %-x(s) I 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let CJ E f? be such that u satisfies the Slater condition 
and P, is compact. Then E is continuous at a. 
ProoJ: Let (a,) c 2, on --* a, and consider the sequence (E,) in R. 
Since, by Proposition 3.2, E is upper semicontinuous at a, for each E > 0, 
there exists an IZ~ E N such that 
n>n,*E,-E,,d&. 
Thus, the sequence (Egn) is bounded and it suffices to prove that every 
convergent subsequence of (E,J (again denoted by (E,,)) converges to E,. 
We can also assume that there exist elements (IV,, E,,,) E P, such that (IV,) 
converges to an element w0 E SN- ’ and E, converges to E. Then we have 
&GE,. 
Choose (vO, E,) E P,. By Lemma 4.3, for each 0 < E < 1, the element 
u, : = (1 -a) w0 + &II,, satisfies for each (q, s) E T the inequalities 
and 
(C(s), 0,) > 0 
which imply (v,//l u, I/ , E,) E P,. 
Define for each m E N the element 
Since (u,/jl u, (I, E,,) E P, and P, is compact, there exists a subsequence of 
(v,/ll u, 11) (again denoted by (v,/jl U, II)) and an element (6, E,) E P, such 
that u,/jl ZI, 1) + V. Since (I u, II --f 1 we also have v, + V. Since v, -+ wO, we 
have V= IV,,. Then the estimate 
( 
(B(s), vm >
v r (C(s), ?l,>-x(s) (%s)ET > 
d Y(% s) K > 
1 -’ (C(s), wcl> s+-f_ <C(s), %> E 
m (C(s), urn> m (C(s), 0,) d 1 
implies, for m + 00, 
( 
<B(s), wo> 
(A2 (C(s), wo>-x(s) Gyy(fLs)Ey > 
which shows E,<<. i 
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5. CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF P 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Zf CT in I! satisfies the Slater condition, then the 
mapping 
is r-closed in 0. 
P: 2 -+ POW(S”~’ x IR) 
Proof: Let there be given sequences 
- - 
and (v, z) E SNp i x R such that 
and 
- - 
and VE u, 
By Proposition 3.1, (v, z) E Z, and consequently, Z 3 E,. 
Choose an element (v, E,) in P,. By Proposition 3.2, Z is lower semicon- 
tinuous in 6. Thus, there exists a subsequence of (on) (again denoted by 
(CT,)) and a sequence (w,, z,) in ZOn such that 
Then we have Evfl d z,, which implies z < E,, and thus (ti, E,) E P,. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume CJ E II? satisfies the Slater condition and (v,, E,) E P,. 
Then for each /z > 1 the parameter o1 satisfies the SEater condition and the 
element (vg, I-E,) is contained in P,;., where 
and 
(4 00 > xi .- -----+A 
cc, vo> 
ProoJ For each (v, z) in Z, and for each (n, S) in T we have 
<B(s), v > 
(C(s), v) -xA(s) 
+ q 
<B(s), v > 
<C(s), v> 
which implies (v, AZ) E Z,,. If (v, z) is a Slater-element of Z,, then (‘u’, A, z) 
is a Slater-element of Zrrl, i.e., Zb: # @, for eat 
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If we consider the element (Q, E,)E P,, then we have for all 
(Y, $1 E Ma, ~0, E,) 
<B(s), 00) (B(s), 00) 
rl (c(s), vo> - XI(S) 
(C(s), 00) -x(s) 
which implies 
M(g, ~0, 4) = M(g,, 00, W,). 
By Proposition 2.2, (II~, iE,) E P,,. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Assume # S 2 N- 1 and define the set 
5 : = { 0 E 2 1 P, compact and CJ satisfies the Slater condition >. 
Then: 
(i) The mapping P: 52 + POW(SN-’ x R) is upper semicontinuous at 
0~2 ifandonly ifcr~D!; 
(ii) The set z( is open in f?, 
ProoJ: (i), (1) Let P, be compact and rs satisfy the Slater condition. 
Suppose P is not upper semicontinuous at 6. Then there exists an open set 
W and sequences 
such that 
P,C w  and on + 0 and (wm Eon) C w. 
By Proposition 4.4, E,” + E,. We can assume that w, -+ w0 for some 
w. E SN-r. Since (w,, E,,) $ W we have (IV,, E,) $ P,. By compactness of 
P, there exists a &neighborhood 
(.,;,, ~(w,z)~S~-~X~III(W,Z)-(~,E,)II<~}, 
d 
which also does not contain (wo, E,), hence 
t/ /Iwo-u/I 36>0. 
(%&)EPo 
Choose an element (uo, E,) in P,. By Lemma 4.3, for 0 < E d 1, the element 
II,:= (l-&)Wo+EUO 
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satisfies for each (q, s) E T the inequalities 
and 
- 4s) ! =s Y(V, ~1 E,> 
i.e., (t.JIl U, /I, E,) E P,. Then, for 0 <E < 1, we have 
Since v,/li v, 11 + w0 at E + 0, we have a contradiction. 
(i), (2). Case 1: x 6 V,. Let P be upper semicontinuous at Q. 
Proposition 4.2, the parameter cr satisfies the Slater condition. Suppose P, 
is not compact. Then there exists a sequence of points (v,,, E,) in P, 
without a limit point in P, and, consequently, without a limit point in 
U, x R. For n E N, define 
x, : = r, + 1,(x - rn), on : = (& c, Y, XJ. 
By Lemma 5.2, (v,, &E,) E PO”. The assumption x& I’, implies E, >O. 
Thus, we have (v,, A,E,) $ P,. Consider the open set 
w:= (U,x R)\{(v,, n,E,)} c&P-l x R. 
Then we have P, c W and Pan g W for each n E N. 
Since 
II c,z - c II = II xn - x II m 
=(L- l)IIy,--x/I, 
~IIYll,~A~n-~) 
it follows that 6, + c, which contradicts the upper semicontinuity of P 
at G’. 
Case 2: xE V,. In this case we have 
P,= (v,O)EU,XR x=----- 
i 
(& v>l 
cc, d 
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and we will use the notation r : = x. Proposition 4.2 implies that B satisfies 
the Slater condition. If CJ is normal, then, by Corollary 6.2, P, is compact. 
Thus, we can assume dim H, 3 2. 
Suppose, by way of contradiction, P, is not compact. Then there exists 
a sequence (u,, 0) in P, without a limit point, i.e., the set { (zJ,, 0)} is closed 
in P, and in view of Proposition 5.1 also closed in U, x R. Consider the 
linear space 
i!(r):= {(rC-B,w)EC(S)IwEW}. 
If dim !i!(r) = 0, then we have V, = (r}. Choose q0 E { - 1, l} such that 
@(s) : = floY(Yo, s) 
is not the zero function. Define a sequence of parameters cn : = (B, C, y, x,) 
by setting 
0 
x, := r--. 
n 
Then we have also VVn = {r}. We claim, that Q,, = {(r, l/n)}. In fact, 
consider for each (y, s) E T the inequality 
y(r(s) -x,(s)) = Woy(yo7 ‘) d y(ty, s) 1 
n n’ 
where we have equality for those (qo, s) such that y(qo, s)>O, i.e., 
Eon = l/n. Then (zI,, l/n) belongs to Porn. Define the open set 
which contains P, and does not contain P, for each n E N. Since v,, + (T we 
have a contradiction to the upper semicontinuity of P at cr. Thus, P, is 
compact in this case. 
If dim i?(r) > 0 choose a basis qi, (p2, . . . . (Pi of f?!,. Using the formula 
dim!$+dimH,=N 
(compare [IS, Section 41) and the estimate dim H, 3 2, we have 
d:= dimf$dN-2. 
By assumption S contains at least N- 1 points. Then there exist 
1 <kdd+ 1 points 
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such that the vectors 
K = 1, 2, . ..) k are linearly dependent. Thus, we can find real numbers 
A,, &, . . . . A., such that 
i a,J(s,)=Q. 
K==l 
We can assume that 1, # 0, K = 1,2, . . . . k and 
i I&1=1. 
lC=l 
Then the set 
is a critical set with respect to Y (for the definitions compare B. Brosowski 
and C. Guerreiro [lo]). 
Define the disjoint and closed sets 
and 
S + := (s,ESlsgnd,=l andy(sgnA,,s,)>O) 
S- := {~~~S/sgrrA,= -1 and ~(sgni,,,s,)>O). 
We can assume that at least one of the sets S+ and S is non-empty, 
replacing, if necessary, A,, A,, . . . . A, by -A,, --A,, . . . . -Ak and using the 
condition 
v y(l,s)+y(-1,s)>O. 
ses 
By Urysohn’s lemma there exist continuous functions 0 +, 0 - : S -+ CO, 1 ] 
such that 
o+(S):= l 
i 
if SES+ 
0 if SES-uSa 
and 
O-(s) := 
i 
l if SES- 
0 if SES+ US’, 
640/61/3-4 
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where 
So:= (s,ESly(sgn;1,,s,)=O}. 
The function 
O(s):= o+(s)y(l,s)-o-(s)y(-1,s) 
satisfies the inequalities 
and, consequently, 
Define a sequence of parameters U, : = (B, C, y, x,) by setting 
60 
x, := r--, 
n 
where 6 > 0 is chosen so small, that each (T, satisfies the Slater condition. 
We claim that (r, 6/n) is contained in Q,. In fact, consider for each 
(y, s) E T the inequality 
with equality at least for the points 
(sgn 4, ~~1, (sgn L d . . . . (w 4, G). 
Since this set is critical with respect to r, by [lo, Theorem 1.11, the result 
follows. 
Define the open set 
which contains P, and does not contain Pgn for each n E N. Since gn --f 0 
this contradicts the upper semicontinuity of P at 0. Thus, P, is compact. 
(ii) Choose a parameter c0 in 5. By Proposition 2.3, there exists an 
open neighborhood w0 c !G of ~~ such that for each 0 E V0 the parameter 
0 satisfies the Slater condition. 
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Let W be a compact neighborhood of P,,, which is contained in U,, x R. 
Define the real number 
a:=min((C,(s),v)~R~~~Sandv~W)>O. 
By part (i) of this proposition, the mapping 
P: I! + POW(S+l x R) 
is upper semicontinuous at o,,. Hence, there exists a neighborhood W: c @ 
of oO such that 
We can assume that Wi is contained in the open set 
which implies that each (T E Wl also satisfies the Slater condition, 
We claim that each P,, CT E W& is closed. In fact, let (u,, E,) be a 
sequence in P, such that 
By compactness of W, the element (vO, E,) is eontained in W. Thus, 
element ZIP satisfies for each s E S the inequality 
which implies vO E U,. By Proposition 5.1, (II,,, E,) is contained in 
Thus, P, is compact and the neighborhood Wb of go is contained in $!, 
I+! is open. \ 
Remark. The assumption # Sa N- 1 was only used in part (i), (2) of 
the proof. Further we remark, that in part (i), (2) of the proof, we used in 
Case 1 only variations of x in the set 
(r+A(x-r)EC(S)IA> 11, 
and in Case 2 only variations of x in the set 
(r+A(x,-r)fC(S)I l”>O), 
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since the variations considered in Case 2 can be written as 
x 
X,=r+r++) 
with x1 = r - 0 resp. 
60 1 
x,=r--=r+-((x1-r) 
n n 
with x1 = r - 60. 
Thus, if the Slater condition is fulfilled then part (i), (2) of the proof works 
also with the weaker assumption of upper semicontinuity of P restricted to 
the set 
r! E,C,), := ((4 c,YA~q 
or even with the assumption of outer radial upper semicontinuity (ORU- 
continuity) introduced by B. Brosowski and F. Deutsch [3]. Thus, we have 
also 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let a E B satisfy the Slater condition. If the mapping 
P:C B, c, y -+ POW(SN- l x iw) 
is upper semicontinuous (or ORU-continuous) at TV, then P, is compact. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. If CT E 52 and P, is compact, then CT is normal. 
ProoJ Let (v, E,) E P, and, by way of contradiction, suppose dim 
H, 2 2. Then there exists an element w  E H,, such that w  and v are linearly 
independent. 
Since for E > 0 small enough we have 
we can assume 
v (C(s), v+ew)>O, 
ses 
v (C(s), w) >o. 
sss 
Let s0 E S and A, E iw be given by 
A .= <C(so)9v) <C(s), v> 
O. (C(q)), w) := 2s” (C(s), w)‘O, 
and consider a sequence (A,,) such that 
O</i,<A, and A, + A,. 
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For each n E N we have 
{r(s) C(s) - B(s), v - i,w> = 0, 
where Y := <B, v>l(C, v>. 
Since 
implies 
v (C(s), v-&w)>O. SGS 
we have 
(8 v-&w) 
I.= (C,v-i,w). 
This implies (w,, E,) E P, for w, : = (v - A, w)/ij v - 3Lnw /I. 
Since P, is compact, 
c v-&w Ilv-&w//‘Eu EPu. > 
This contradicts 
(C(q), v-&w) = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.6. If P is upper semicontinuous at o E 2, then U, contairu 
normal elements. 
ProoJ: This is an immediate consequence of Propositions 5.3 and 
5.5. 1 
COROLLARY 5.7. Define the set 
i?* : = (5 c 52 / #P, = 1 and cs satisfies Slater condition). 
Thelz c is normal and the mapping 
is continuous. 
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6. CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF Q 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The mapping R, : U, -+ C(S) restricted to the normal 
points of U, is an homeomorphism. 
ProoJ: Let 
ii:= {ve U,Iuisnormal} 
and denote by g,, the restriction of R, to 0. It is clear that 2, is 
continuous and injective. 
To prove that it is homeomorphism, it suffices to prove that it is also an 
open mapping. In fact, let WC 6 be an open subset. Suppose by way of 
contradiction that A,(W) is not open in A,( 6). Then there exist an 
element r ~ := &,(v,) in g,(W) and a sequence (r,) with r, $I?,( W) 
and r,, + rO. Let v, E 0 be such that r, = &(v,). Since the sequence (v,) is 
bounded, we can assume v, --+ V. 
Case 1: 
v (C(s), 6) > 0. 
ses 
In this case VE U, and, by continuity, 
which implies rO = (B, V)/( C, 0). Since rO is a normal point, we have 
v = vO. Since W is open and v0 E W, for II large enough, v, E W, which 
implies r, E &( W), contradicting r, B&W). 
Case 2: 
3 (C(Q), V)=O. 
SOES 
In this case V $ U,. For each n E N, we have 
V <r,(s) C(s) - B(s), v,> = 0, 
SSS 
which implies 
sys (rob) C(s) -B(s), fi> = 0. 
This means U E H,,. Since dim(H,,) = 1, VIE H,,, and 11 VI\ = 1, we have 
V = iv,, for some A # 0. This implies 
<C(h), b) = 0 
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and hence 
which is not possible. i 
Remark. In the special case of Chebyshev-approximation by 
generalized functions (compare Example 1.1.) this result is due to 
E. W. Cheney and H. L. Loeb [ 121. 
Remark. The mapping R, is in general neither closed nor open as the 
following example shows. 
Choose S= [0, 11, N= 3, and define 
v B(s):= (l,O,O) and C(s) 
3c.s 
:= (0, 1, s 
For each n E N. the element 
is contained in UC since 
The set (v,, E U,/ n E N } is closed (in U,.), since it has no accumulation 
point in c’,.. The set of elements 
r (s) .= (4s)v 4) _ l/n2 
“. . (C(s), t.,,) lln+s 
is not closed in C(S), since it has the function rO(s) = 0 as a limit point. 
Consider the non-normal clement 
Choose E = l/10 and define the open neighborhood W of IV by setting 
w:= {UEC’, 1 j’v-w <&}. 
Then R,(W) is not open. In fact, if we consider 
(l/n’. l/n, I ) 
v”‘= jj(l/n*, J/n, l)li’ 
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for II large enough, we have r n : = R,(w,) is not contained in R,(W). But 
we have also r,, -+ 0 and R,(w) = 0 is contained in R,(W). Consequently, 
R,(W) is not open. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let G be in !i?. Then P, is compact if and only if (2, is 
compact and o is normal. 
ProoJ The result is an immediate consequence of Propositions 6.1 and 
5.5. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.3. (i) If the mapping Q: L3 -+ POW(C(S) x R) is upper 
semicontinuous at rsO E 9, then oO satisfies the Slater condition and Qb, is 
compact. 
(ii) If rsO E 2 satisfies the Slater condition, Q,, is compact, and crO is 
normal, then Q is upper semicontinuous at oO. 
(iii) The set 
Q : = (a E L! 1 g satisfies the Slater condition and Q, compact and B normal) 
is open in f?. 
Proof (i) Using the remark after Proposition 4.2, we have also that crO 
satisfies Slater condition. Suppose QoO is not compact. Then there exists a 
sequence of points (r,, E,) in Q, without a limit point in Q,,. For n E N, 
define 
A,:= l+A 
n’ 
x, : = r, + A,(x - rn), on : = (4 c, Y, x,). 
By Lemma 5.2, (II,, A,E,,) E Q,,. Since QO, is not compact, we have x 4 V,, 
and, consequently, E,, > 0. Thus, we have (r,, A.,E,,,) 4 Q,,. Define the 
open set 
W:= C(S)x R\{(r,, U,)}. 
Then we have Q,, c W and Q, $ W for each n E N. Since 
IlfJ,--III/ = II%--XII, 
= (A- l)llrn-~Ilm 
~IIYlI,K&-1) 
it follows that cn -+ CJ~, which contradicts the upper semicontinuity of P 
at rsO. 
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(ii) Assume (2 is not upper semicontinuous at oO. Then there exist an 
open set WC C(S) x R, a sequence (GJ in .L3, and a sequence (r,) such that 
WI Qo, and 0, -+ Go and rn E CL”\ We 
Let v, E W,n be such that 
By Corollary 6.2, P,, is compact and, consequently, by Proposition 5.3, 
P is upper semicontinuous at oo. Choose a compact neighborhood WI of 
P ho, which is contained in U,, x R. By Proposition 5.3, there exists a 
neighborhood W, E 2 of oO such that for each cr E W2, P, is compact and, 
by upper semicontinuity of P at Go, is contained in W,. Since g‘n + ~~~ for 
n large enough, (zI,, E,,) E W, . By compactness of W, , we can assume 
Since W, c U,, x R, we have 
v ~Co(~),~o)>O ses 
and, by Proposition 5.1, (uo, E) in P,,. Then II, -+ u. implies that the 
sequence 
<B,, v,> 
yn= cc,, %> 
converges to (B,, vo)/(Co, v,), which is contained in Q,,. 
But this is impossible, since each r, is not contained in the open set W 
and Q,, c W. Thus, (2 is upper semicontinuous at go. 
(iii) Choose an element ~~ in e. By Corollary 6.2, P,, is compact. 
Then, by Proposition 5.3 there exists an open set W such that go E W and 
for each D E W the parameter G satisfies the Mater condition and B, is com- 
pact. By Corollary 6.2, Qg is compact and G normal, i.e., WC 2. Ths, 
is open. m 
li 
&mark. As in the proof of part (i), (2) of Proposition 5.3 wc used in 
part (i), only variations of x in the set 
(Y + A(x - r) E C(s)1 2 3 1 Jo 
Thus, if the Slater condition is fulfilled then part (i) of the proof works also 
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with the weaker assumption of upper semicontinuity of Q restricted to the 
set 
E L3,c,y:= {(~X,L-4~~3 
or even with assumption of outer radial upper semicontinuity (ORU- 
continuity) introduced in [3]. Then, we have also 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let a E f? satisfy the Stater condition. 
If the mapping 
Q 1 %, c, y -+ POW(C(S) x IF?) 
is upper semicontinuous (or ORU-continuous) at 0, then Qb is compact. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Define the set 
f!# : = (CJ E 9 1 # Q,, = 1 and a satisfies the Slater condition and (T normal}. 
Then the mapping 
Q:f?#+C(S)xR 
is continuous. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. (i) If CJ satisfies the Slater condition, 7~~ 0 (2, is 
compact, and TV is normal, then n, 0 Qv is upper semicontinuous at 6. 
(ii) The set 
is open in 2. 
g : = {a E f? ( a satisfies the Slater condition 
andzl 0 Q, compact and a normal) 
(iii) Define the set 
2’ := (aEel #x1 0 Q,= l}. 
Then the mapping 
Q: i?# -C(S) 
is continuous. 
Proof The proof follows from Proposition 6.3, since Q0 is compact if 
and only if z1 0 Q, is compact. 1 
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COROLLARY 6.7. In the case of ordinary rational Chebyshev approx~m~- 
tion, we have 
If G is normal and # z1 0 QG= 1, then the metric projection is 
continuous at c. 
Proo$ The result follows from 6.6(iii), since in the case of ordinate 
Chebyshev approximation we have y = 1 (compare Example 1.1 Ii which 
implies the Slater condition. 1 
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